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Thank you for pICkInG up our SprInG 2013
InTerIor BroChure.
We want this collection of beautiful furniture and accessories
to give your home a spring in its step with a celebration of
crisp linens, fresh colours and clear glass combined with
organic curves, chic designs and natural materials.
We have applied the same creative inspiration to each
chair and table as we have to each lamp and throw, using
coordinating complementary hues, varieties in scale and
texture and a balance of artistry and functionality.
as always we have used the finest raw materials, the best
traditional carpentry techniques and the most elegant designs.
We hope you love the stylish curves, soft upholstery, pale tones
and natural timbers that embrace the fresh feel of spring and
can turn your home into an urban oasis or country retreat.
This year we have also made great efforts to ensure that you
get the very best service from us. new stores are opening
across the country showcasing a wide variety of design ideas.
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Like us on Facebook and keep up to date with the latest
news, competitions and offers.
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What We Do
We Love Good deSIGn. Good deSIGn To uS IS noT JuST uSInG
the finest raw materials, the most talented craftsmen and the best traditional
carpentry techniques; it is making a beautiful design for a very affordable
price. as a passionate team of individuals who are committed to this simple
ideal, we work hard to make each piece look stunning, last a lifetime and not
cost the earth.

Larsson 150cm Kingsize Bed with high Footboard
11

When we first started Neptune in 1996 it was in a farm
workshop in Wiltshire with a small team of very dedicated (and dusty) individuals.
This small studio was where we designed, built and tested everything.
Although our West Country studio is a bit bigger now with over 100 dedicated
members of the team, we have exactly the same passion. From the design right
through to the delivery we make sure every detail and every material reflects
our commitment to quality, design and affordability.
We are not just a team of design geeks though. Once you have chosen
something from the Neptune collection we want to help you get it home, help
you care for it and be there if any problem occurs. Our guarantees, aftercare
products and our service team will make sure you have a lifetime of enjoyment
from your Neptune furniture.
Right from the beginning our aim was to keep creating new and innovative
designs, so that you could enjoy choosing Neptune furniture for many years
to come. Nearly seventeen years on and we are still passionate about what we
do and how we do it…. with the added bonus that now we don’t need to wade
through the mud to get to the workshop.
12
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How We
Do It

7
reasons
why

1: JoiNerY

2: ADJustABLe sheLviNg

every joint is the best, not the easiest,

our zig-zag shelving system is solid and dependable and

including mortise and tenon with

wonderfully elegant. Difficult to make, but we believe it's

a dowel lock for all framework and

worth it. it allows perfect adjustment to suit you and is even

dovetail joints on all drawers. the

used on invisible shelves, simply because we believe it's the

result is phenomenal strength for a

best system and we don't take short cuts.

lifetime of use.

our deSIGnS
We like our designs to reflect our lifestyle. We want pieces
that are elegant, relaxed, authentic and inspired. We are
influenced by classical proportions, english heritage and

3: soLiD oAK

traditional artisanal techniques.

7: coNstructioN

treated with isoguard™, a

our CrafTSmanShIp

mDF and chipboard are banned

unique product we developed

We create furniture that feels bespoke and original, hand

from our cabinets! Why?

in order to maintain a natural

crafted and functional. The best raw materials such as

Because they are nothing like

look coupled with a high

beautiful oak, stunning granite and pure english lambswool

as durable and we expect our

performance preventative

inspire our designs so that we make the most from our

furniture to last...

against staining.

wonderful natural resources.
our STyLe
We offer a carefully considered palette of sophisticated

6: hiNges

paint colours, finishes, sizes, handles and hinges so that

No cheap hinges here! We

you can create your own unique design. We combine

prefer the classic butt hinge in

contemporary style with traditional form, attention to

chrome or antique bronze for a

detail with careful engineering and innovative designs

beautiful finish.

with modern day classics for a stylish and comfortable
look that is designed to fit your lifestyle perfectly.

4: hANDLes
Available with a stunning handle
selection and further options to
customise as you require.
5: cAtches
robust catches are used
throughout to guarantee our
doors keep their shape for good.
on suffolk and henley we even
developed our own hidden
magnetic system.
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Our Inspiration
When We fIrST STarTed nepTune We ThouGhT aBouT our
core values of design, quality and value. We realised that our island nation
has a rich history in these values, developed not least because of our close
relationship with the seas and oceans that surround us and have sustained us.
This was the original inspiration behind our name.
So we decided we only wanted to choose the best materials that could stand
natures test in order to deliver the very best in quality. We also turned to the
natural beauty that surrounds us to inspire our design and at the same time we
became fascinated with early artisanal crafts and traditional joinery methods
that make the most out of the wonderful materials we work with. finally we
had to turn to ourselves to ensure that we worked as efficiently as we could as
a close-knit team to bring you the very best value.
We are so fully engaged in bringing you the very best, we are also delighted to
try new ideas when you suggest them, so that many interesting adaptations or
new collections are inspired by you. Thank you for your love of what we do.
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Our Materials
We STarT WITh The BeST naTuraL maTerIaLS. our
carpenters and joiners love turning a raw piece of timber into something
intricate, complex and beautiful. The linens, silk cords, oak, granite worktops,
crystal glass and Lloyd loom weave are all stunning materials that we have
carefully sourced.
With this is mind we steer clear of mdf or chipboard. The timbers we use
such as birch, poplar or oak are wonderful to work with, sustainably sourced
and are extremely stable. manufactured materials that are made with noxious
chemicals to hold their shape have no inherent strength and cause real damage
to the environment.
very simply we believe that choosing the best materials gives us the freedom to
design the best furniture. and we know you want the best quality, responsibly
sourced, beautifully designed furniture at an affordable price.

18
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Our standards require exceptional joinery, clever
construction and beautiful finishing. Everything is hand made, hand painted
and carefully checked. We use complex traditional carpentry techniques so
our furniture is strong, flexible and elegant.
All our cabinets are fully framed and use dovetail joints and traditional
mortise and tenon joints epoxy-glued together and physically locked with
a dowel. We design sophisticated details such as invisible pull-out parts,
false facades and hidden desks to make each piece of furniture or accessory
extremely functional and very stylish.
We are sticklers for detail. Our cabinets go through a four stage finishing
programme, all our shelves use a flexible and elegant zig-zag system, our
timber is sealed with our revolutionary IsoGuard™ system and we use four
coats when hand painting our furniture. Combine this attention to detail with
the hidden extras such as soft-close drawer runners, removable covers, plate
grooves and washable linens and you have beautiful, clever pieces for your
home that will last a lifetime.

20
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Our Value
We have aLWayS Been drIven By a CurIoSITy and a deSIre
to stand apart. Surely beautiful design and fantastic quality at affordable
prices is possible? Well it is, and this is how.
We couple technology with traditional craftsmanship to ensure good
organisation, consistent design and efficient production. We keep costs low
by going direct to source for all our materials and by doing as much as we
can ourselves.
We use better grade materials that don’t fail in production and in turn make
the work of the carpenters and finishers easier. our high quality timber
produces less waste, makes us more efficient and makes our product stronger
and more beautiful.
finally, neptune furniture is built to last a lifetime. We do not compromise on
the product in any way: every visible or invisible design feature is something
we are proud of which is why we offer such a long guarantee. one year extends
to five once you register on-line. It’s free, it’s simple and we don’t think you’ll
even need to use it.
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We are a really close-knit team,
and we have an aftercare service that is so
eager to please it will come and plump your
cushions on your new sofa.
We genuinely care about what you think of
your Neptune purchase and want to help in
anyway we can from the purchase, to getting
it home, unpacking it and looking after it.
We have a dedicated team who work closely
with the carpenters, finishers, packers and
delivery men so they can help with any stage
of the process.
We want you to enjoy the purchase, not just
today but for many, many years to come. We
also feel that good service is not just about
making the customer happy, but about
ensuring our craftsmen, suppliers and staff
are looked after too. We think that a happy
team is a really productive one and right now
we are busier than ever!
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Dining
tABLes
chAirs
siDeBoArDs
Dressers
The Idea for nepTune Came To uS durInG dInner
at John’s house. We’re not sure whether it was the good company,
delicious food or comfortable atmosphere, but the generous pouring of
wine certainly helped.
We kept this in mind when designing our dining collection. We wanted
to create a stylish and practical range that lends itself to convivial
evenings with friends as well as intimate dinners for two or simply a
practical focal point for family life.
We also wanted the collection to suit a cosy cottage or contemporary
urban loft, so we have used traditional styles and given them a
contemporary twist. We think it feels fresh, sophisticated and
extremely practical. Beautiful staves of oak, delicate carving, refined
curves and stylish linens are combined with complex joinery and clever
craftsmanship.
The result is a range of classic designs made from hardwood frames,
solid joints and soft upholstery, and all finished in our IsoGuard™
system to protect against daily use.
We have tried to think of every detail, so you can enjoy an inspiring
evening with friends as much as we did all those years ago.
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Suffolk

Dining Tables
simpLe AND eLegANt shAKer stYLe
Finished in honed slate with seasoned oak tops

28
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SImpLy SophISTICaTed SeaSoned oak
The simple but supremely elegant Suffolk range has its emphasis
on pared-back design and quality craftsmanship. It is a style that is
inspired by the Shaker concept of doing things simply but perfectly.
Clean lines, elegant materials and all beautifully made.
We have chosen honed Slate as the standard finish for our Suffolk
range, but each chair is also available in hand painted Limestone,
Seasoned oak or natural oak, so you can mix and match with our
other collections.
CLever ConSTruCTIon
The solid oak top is made using a traditional ‘breadboard’
construction which allows your table to ‘breathe’. The round oak
plugs at each end neatly finish the design, which is sealed with our
new Seasoned oak IsoGuard™ system to ensure your furniture looks
beautiful year after year.
our BuILT-In exTenSIon Leaf SySTem IS

BeauTIfuL deSIGn

cleverly engineered so you can add up to two centre

The Suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate and elegant

leaves, seating up to ten, without losing the beautiful

ball back detail is a modern classic. Based on an original 18th

look of the corner leg design. you just need to decide

century design, the traditional look is refined and sophisticated,

who to invite!

homely and elegant.

Above
suffolk centre extending table mechanism
Above Right
suffolk 150 table with suffolk chairs
Right
suffolk 150-230 centre extending table with suffolk Dining chairs

30

Dining / tables / suffolk

painted in honed slate

31

suffoLk TAbLes - oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

Why choose me?
solid seasoned
oak top & oak
painted
top and
legsstylish,
which look
hand
really
great
carved,
hand painted legs in honed slate
elegant
ball design
is fun
stroke
A sophisticated
18thwhich
century
ballto
back
word word word
design
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
traditional
large side? ‘breadboard’ construction
allowing the timber to breathe

seATING PLANs

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

76cm

90cm

150cm

Suffolk

150cm

150cm rectangular table

seats

6

suFD-tAB-150-rec-hs

76cm

90cm

200cm

Suffolk

200cm

200cm rectangular table

seats

8

suFD-tAB-200-rec-hs

76cm

90cm

Suffolk

150-230cm

150-230cm centre extending table

without extensions

suFD-tAB-230-ext-hs
our cleverly engineered leaf extension
system is built in to the table so you can
quickly turn dinner for four into supper for
ten. integral storage for both leaves.

150cm

190cm

seats

seats

8

10

180cm

220cm

260cm

seats

seats

seats

6

230cm
seats

76cm

Suffolk

90cm

180-300cm centre extending table

180-300cm

without extensions

suFD-tAB-300-ext-hs

suffolk 180-300 centre extending table with suffolk painted Dining chairs
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
32

Add up to 3 leaves using our built-in
extension system to seat from eight to
twelve comfortably. integral storage for 2
leaves.

8

10

10

300cm
seats

12
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Suffolk
Harrogate
Dining Tables

FiNisheD iN hoNeD
sLAte WithpeDestAL
seAsoNeD
trADitioNAL
AND DistiNctive
oAK tops
DesigN
suffolk
its seasoned
oak,seasoned
hues of honed
slate
Finishedwith
in honed
slate with
oak tops
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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TradITIonaL deSIGn and deTaILInG
The rich tradition of furniture making in harrogate
inspired us to create a range of distinctive designs that
celebrates our cultural heritage. The unique pedestal
table ends are a classic english feature that looks stunning
when finished with seasoned oak tops and painted in a
muted honed Slate. We think it’s just the right balance of
traditional design and contemporary detail.
harroGaTe ChaIrS
Strong, yet fine, the harrogate Chair has a sophisticated
and classic design that combines a slim silhouette with
comfortable curves.
harroGaTe dInInG
as with many traditional furniture designs, the pedestal
style is not only very striking, but it is extremely comfortable
to sit at. That’s why we created two tables, one with built-in
extension leaves that can seat from six to ten in real luxury.

painted in honed slate
harrogate 170 extending table with honed slate harrogate chairs
chichester 5ft open rack original Dresser painted in honed slate
chichester 100x154cm mirror painted in Limestone
36

Dining / tables / harrogate
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Why choose me?
solid,oak
solid
seasoned
top & painted
oak top legs
withwhich
hand carved
look
really
great legs in honed slate
hand painted
elegant
which
is funleg
todesign
stroke
striking ball
and design
practical
pedestal
word word word
provides
extra leg
room
seats between
6-12
very tiny or on the
inbuilt
extension
leaf
system transforming
large side?
a 6 to a 10 seater

hArroGATe TAbLes - oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

seATING PLANs

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

73cm

90cm

170cm

Harrogate

170cm

170cm rectangular table

seats

6

hAr-tAB-rec-170-hs

73cm

90cm

170-260cm

Harrogate

without extensions

170-260cm extending table
Above & Right
harrogate 170 table with Long island Linen Dining chairs with Limestone legs in Natural
suffolk 4ft glazed Dresser in honed slate
suffolk Kitchen
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
38

hAr-tAB-260-hs
the built-in extension leaves are designed
to pull out with ease in a matter of seconds.

170cm

215cm

seats

seats

6

8

260cm
seats

10
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Suffolk
Henley

Dining Tables
FiNisheD
hoNeD ceLeBrAtiNg
sLAte With seAsoNeD
A
moDerNiNcLAssic
oAK tops oAK
BeAutiFuL
suffolk
seasoned
craftedwith
fromits
Natural
paleoak,
oak hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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A celebration of oak
The Henley is a stunning celebration of beautiful oak. The soft grain,
pale colour and natural finish of the timber took a year to perfect. We
hope you think it was worth the wait. The clean lines, warm textures
and restrained luxury take their form from classical antiques and
bring it up to date with our contemporary finish.
By using our revolutionary IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil, each table is
effectively sealed and protected whilst maintaining the natural, yet
slightly faded elegance of new raw oak. This fresh look on a fabulous
classic means it would look perfectly at home in any country setting
or urban apartment.
Each Henley table combines beautiful curves with clever engineering.
Complex mouldings are supported by our unique pedestal concept,
which features a steel core finished in curvaceous oak. The result is
a rare collection of round tables as well as an impressive extending
table that can seat up to ten in serious style.
These sophisticated tables needed a very elegant chair to match. We
think our linen button-back chair fits the bill. The combination of
the curved back, soft upholstery and stud detailing makes it our
most luxurious and most comfortable seat yet.

Finished in IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil

Right
Henley 170-270cm Extending Table
Sheldrake Chairs
See the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
42

Dining / Tables / Henley
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Why choose me?
solid oak natural
Beautiful
top & painted
pale oak
legs which look
really great
elegant
and strong pedestal design
elegant
ball design
is fun
to stroke
A sophisticated
andwhich
practical
finish
for
word word word
traditional
design
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
large side?

heNLey TAbLes - oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

seATING PLANs

75cm

120cm

Henley

120cm

120cm round pedestal table

seats

4

heND-tAB-001

75cm

150cm

Henley

150cm

150cm round pedestal table

seats

6

heND-tAB-002

76cm

170-270cm

Henley

100cm

170-270cm extending table
heND-tAB-016

the solid oak leaves need to be
stored separately. We supply an
elegant velvet storage bag with
the table.

without extensions
170cm

270cm

seats

seats

6

8

henley 120cm pedestal table with calverston chairs
44
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Chichester
Suffolk
Dining Tables

FiNisheD &iNreFiNeD
hoNeD sLAte
With
seAsoNeD
reLAxeD
eNgLish
stYLe
oAK tops
Finished in Limestone with Natural oak tops
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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Relaxed and refined: our original Chichester
design with its distinctive profile, pleasing proportions and soft
hand painted finish, creates an elegance that epitomises understated
English style. With a vast range of tables, chairs, dressers and
sideboards, there is a stylish combination to fit any space in any
country home or modern townhouse.

The Chichester draw-leaf extending table is flexible and
sophisticated. Use one or both leaves to seat from six to ten for elegant
dining or relaxed lunches. The leaves are stored in the table so the
simple style and curved lower birch frame looks beautiful however you
use it.
Try combining this table with our Long Island or Suffolk Chairs for
the perfect combination of a soft linen or hand painted finish with
natural oak.

Chichester 180 Refectory Extending Table with Suffolk Chairs painted in Limestone
Chichester 5ft Open Rack Dresser painted in Fog
See the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
48

Dining / Tables / Chichester
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Why choose me?
A sociable style perfect for squeezing in
extra friends
Natural oak tops with hand painted legs
in Limestone
elegant and strong pedestal design

ChICheSTer CIrCLe
The Chichester round
pedestal is an intimate table that
can squeeze into any tight corner.
Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

you can seat up to six, making
it small but perfectly

painted in Limestone

formed.

chIchesTer rouNd TAbLes
- oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

seATING PLANs

73cm

Chichester

120cm

120cm

120cm round pedestal table

seats

4

chi-tAB-rND-peD-120-Ls

New

73cm

Chichester

150cm round pedestal table
chichester 150cm round table
suffolk chairs in Natural oak
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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chi-tAB-rND-peD-150-Ls

150cm

150cm
seats

6
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make IT your oWn

Why choose me?

Create your own Chichester design by

Natural
solid
oak
solid
topoak
& painted
tops with
legshand
which look
really
great
painted
legs in Limestone
elegant
ball design which
fun to stroke
classic understated
englishis style
word word word
elegant
refectory
style
seating
6-10
seats between
6-12
very
tiny orfrom
on the

finish from any of our beautiful colours

large side?

choosing your own custom hand painted

painted in Limestone

displayed on page 193.

chIchesTer refecTory TAbLes
- oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

seATING PLANs

75cm

90cm

170cm

Chichester

170cm

170cm rectangular table

seats

6

chi-tAB-rec-170-Ls

75cm

90cm

220cm

Chichester

220cm

220cm rectangular table

seats

8

chi-tAB-rec-220

75cm

183-291cm
90cm

Chichester

180-290cm refectory extending table
chi-tAB-001-Ls
chichester 220cm rectangular table
suffolk chairs in Limestone
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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the extending leaves are stored under the
table, ready to be pulled out in a matter of
seconds.

180cm

235cm

seats

seats

6

8

290cm
seats

10
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Suffolk
Sheldrake
Dining Tables

FiNisheD
LArge
stAves
iN hoNeD
oF eLegANt
sLAte With
hAND
seAsoNeD
cArveD
oAK tops
oAK
suffolk
seasoned
oak,oak
hues of honed slate
craftedwith
fromits
solid
seasoned
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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Refined and elegant oak
Our Sheldrake collection celebrates the beauty of oak by
reflecting the life of the tree in each individual piece. We go
through a careful finishing process to preserve the character
of the timber, so whether you have a small corner to fill or an
elegant dining room, we have a beautiful, unique table that is
perfect for you.
Sheldrake Dining
The Sheldrake looks just as at home hosting a banquet as it
does an intimate family gathering. The rectangular and
oval extending designs are a balance of classical proportions
and refined carving that combine a reassuring solidity with
an elegant delicacy. The aged finish of our Seasoned Oak
IsoGuard™ will keep your table looking beautiful whatever
occasion you use it for.

Sheldrake Button-Back Chair
For beautiful, restrained luxury the Sheldrake Button-Back
Chair is the perfect choice. With its elegant button detail,
warm mocha linen upholstery and seasoned oak frame, it is
the perfect dining chair and looks wonderful paired with our
Sheldrake Tables.

Sheldrake 165-365cm Oval Extending Table with Mocha Sheldrake Chairs
Bloomsbury Antique Lamp with Henry Parchment Shade
56

Dining / Tables / Sheldrake
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Why choose me?
solid seasoned
oak top & oak
painted
withlegs
elegant
which
hand
look
really
carvedgreat
detailing
elegant
ball design
is fun towidth
strokeit
With its oval
designwhich
and generous
word word word
is
our between
most versatile
styletiny or on the
seats
6-12 very
Flexible
seating
from
4 up to a party of 14
large side?

sheLdrAke TAbLes - oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

seATING PLANs

74cm

110cm

110-165cm

Sheldrake

110-165cm round extending table
sheD-tAB-110-ext

110cm

165cm

seats

seats

110cm

150cm

190cm

230cm

seats

seats

seats

seats

165cm

215cm

265cm

315cm

seats

seats

seats

seats

4

complete with one 55cm extending
table leaf.

6

74cm

Sheldrake

110cm

110-270cm

110-270cm round extending table
iNt-tAB-she-270

our most versatile style comes
complete with four 40cm extending
table leaves in an elegant velvet bag
for easy storage.

4

6

8

8

270cm
seats

10

74cm

165-365cm
110cm

Sheldrake

165-365cm oval extending table
sheD-tAB-165-ext

sheldrake 110 - 270cm round extending table
havana chairs in slate
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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Add up to four 50cm extending
leaves to seat an intimate dinner
for six or a party of fourteen. Leaves
come in a velvet storage bag.

6

8

10

12

365cm
seats

14
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Why choose me?
solid oak
Large
staves
topof
& solid,
painted
seasoned
legs which
oak look
really
great refectory design with
A
traditional
elegant
elegant ball
handdesign
carvedwhich
legs is fun to stroke
word word word
An
extremely
extension
seats
betweeneasy
6-12gliding
very tiny
or on the
system
large side?

The elegant design, beautiful oak and flexible

IsoGuard™ oil. So whatever the occasion, the

seating make the Sheldrake the perfect

Sheldrake will look beautiful in any country

choice whether you are eating with family or

design is available in two extending sizes, all

setting or grandest of dining halls whether

dining with friends. The traditional refectory

treated with our highly protective, invisible

you are singing, dancing or eating on it.

sheLdrAke TAbLes - oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

seATING PLANs

76cm

85cm

150-240cm

Sheldrake

150-240cm centre extending table
sheD-tAB-150-ext
smooth gliding extension system with two
integral 45cm leaves

150cm

195cm

seats

seats

6

10

180cm

228cm

275cm

seats

seats

6

240cm
seats

76cm

95cm

180-275cm

Sheldrake

180-275cm centre extending table

sheldrake 180-275cm centre extending table with sheldrake upholstered chairs
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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sheD-tAB-180-ext
easy gliding extension system with two
integral 48cm leaves

6

8

seats

12

61

Malvern

Dining Tables
simpLe crisp sophisticAtioN
crafted from solid seasoned oak

62

63

Why choose me?
CLean, CooL and SophISTICaTed.

sharp,oak
solid
contemporary
top & painted
design
legs which
that looks
look
really
great
beautiful
paired with any chair
elegant
ball dining
designin
which
is fun
to stroke
great value
a small
space
word word word
Designed
to be6-12
added
together
for the
seats between
very
tiny or on
flexible
dining
options
large side?

malvern is famous for its pure waters and has
inspired our range of contemporary tables
that use simple, crisp lines to give a feeling of
pared back elegance. Crafted from seasoned
oak, the malvern is perfect paired with
almost any chair for a modern feel or more
traditional look.

mALverN TAbLes - oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

seATING PLANs

73cm

70cm

Malvern

70cm

70cm
seats

2

70cm square table
mAL-tAB-070

73cm

Malvern

125cm rectangular table
malvern 125cm rectangular table
harrogate chairs in honed slate
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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70cm

125cm

125cm
seats

4

mAL-tAB-125

65

soLId Wood dINING chAIrs
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™

93cm

Dining Chairs

Why choose me?
traditional
solid
oak top
slatted
& painted
& elegant
legs which
ball back
look
really
designgreat
elegant
ball design
which
is fun
curved seat
and angled
back
for to stroke
word word word
maximum
comfort
seats between
6-12 very tiny or on the
properly
jointed
and crafted birch for
large side?
extra strength and stability

47cm

58cm

48cm

Suffolk

Natural oak Dining chair
iNt-chA-suF-oA

- oAk fINIshed IN seAsoNed IsoGuArd™

93cm

47cm

58cm

48cm

Suffolk

seasoned oak Dining chair
iNt-chA-suF-WoA

93cm

47cm

58cm

48cm

Suffolk

painted Dining chair - Limestone
iNt-chA-suF-Ls

ou r h a n d Ca rv ed Su ffoLk a n d harroGaTe ChaIrS
combine classical design with stylish comfort. The elegant ball back feature
and traditional slats are designed to work beautifully with our full range of
dining tables. Try adding a linen seat pad for a final soft finishing touch.

93cm

97cm
47cm

58cm

Suffolk

48cm

painted Dining chair - honed slate
iNt-chA-suF-hs

47cm

58cm

48cm

Harrogate

painted Dining chair - honed slate
iNt-chA-hAr-hs

chichester 150cm round pedestal table
suffolk chairs in Natural oak
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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uPhoLsTered dINING chAIrs

97cm

Why choose me?

47cm

62cm

stylish range of traditional and
contemporary upholstered designs to suit
our full range of dining tables
A wonderfully comfortable sprung seat
with under seat webbing
elegant muted linen tones for a warm,
sophisticated look

46cm

Sheldrake

mocha Linen Dining chair
with seasoned oak legs
iNt-chA-she-mc

93cm

47cm

our STyLISh ranGe of uphoLSTered LInen
chairs take elegant dining to another level. Luxurious,

66cm

Henley

65cm

practical and comfortable they combine sprung

mocha Linen Dining chair
with Natural pale oak Legs

seats, muted soft linens, under seat webbing and oak

heND-chA-003

legs for the ultimate dinner invitation. each style is
designed to work with any of our dining tables, so
try combining a Long Island with our Chichester or
a miller with our malvern for a traditional or more
contemporary feel.
87cm

47cm

63cm
50cm

Calverston

Aqua grey Linen Dining chair with
grey Washed oak Legs
harrogate 170cm rectangular table
Long island chairs in Natural

iNt-chA-cAL-Ag

Available in
Four choices of linen covers:

87cm
100cm
47cm
49cm
59cm
62cm

47cm
47cm

Long Island
Linen Dining chair

Miller
Natural

Parchment

Mocha

Night sky Linen Dining chair with
Dark co-ordinated Legs

Slate

iNt-chA-miL-Ns

iNt-chA-Lis-NAt/pBL/eAr/sLA

68

sheldrake rectangular extending table
miller chairs in Night sky

69

LLoyd Loom dINING chAIrs
Available in
pale stone & slate:

96cm

Why choose me?

47cm

56cm

elegant
solid
oakcolonial
top & painted
style that
legs
complements
which look
really
greatof Dining tables
our range
elegant
ball
design
which
is fun
stroke
Authentic
Lloyd
Loom
weave
in atorange
of
word word word
muted
tones
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
relaxing
curves for a comfortable dining
large side?
experience

46cm

Montague

Lloyd Loom Dining chair
iNt-chA-Lom-moN-Ls/sL

add a TouCh of CLaSSIC enGLISh STyLe WITh our
range of Lloyd Loom Chairs. using an authentic method invented
in the early 1900s by marshall Burns Lloyd we twist kraft paper
around a steel wire, which is then woven on a machine to create a
85cm

tight, consistent loom that is of the highest quality. The comfortable
shape and soft texture of our rattan frame designs come in a range

47cm

64cm

of muted hues to suit all our dining table collections.

58cm

Antigua

Lloyd Loom Dining chair
iNt-chA-Lom-ANt-Ls

Available in
pale stone, Lead Light, & slate:

94cm

47cm

59cm

46cm

Havana

Lloyd Loom Dining chair
iNt-chA-Lom-hAv-Ls/LL/sL

The clean, contemporary design of our montague Lloyd Loom
Chair is one of our most versatile styles. The slim shape,
comfortable weave and soft colours look stylish in any kitchen
or dining room. or choose the havana with its wide seats,

89cm

beautifully shaped armchairs, tactile smooth weave and slightly
66cm

65cm

63cm

faded chic colours that will bring texture and an understated
luxury to your home.

Havana

Lloyd Loom Armchair
havana chairs in pale stone
sheldrake 150-240cm extending table
70

iNt-chA-Lom-hAv-Arm-sL

71

bAr sTooLs

103cm

Why choose me?
practical
solid
oakand
top elegant
& painted
seating
legs which
for a bar
look
or
really
islandgreat
elegant
designkitchen
which is
fun to
stroke
great forball
informal
dining
with
word word word
family
and friends
seats between
6-12 very tiny or on the
elegant
ball back design or Lloyd Loom
large side?
weave for a traditional or contemporary
feel

69cm

49cm

44cm

Suffolk

painted Bar stool - Limestone
iNt-chA-BAr-suF-Ls

103cm

69cm

49cm

44cm

Suffolk

seasoned oak Bar stool
iNt-chA-BAr-suF-WoA

98cm

66cm

48cm

41cm

Montague

Bar stool in pale stone
iNt-chA-BAr-moN-ps

We love kitchen islands and so it goes
without saying that we love a comfortable
bar stool. We have two beautiful styles
that offer a soft, practical seating solution.
The hand painted finish, elegant Lloyd
loom, clean lines, curved seat and sturdy
stainless steel foot bar are beautifully
crafted and reassuringly strong. So pull
up a chair, pour a glass of wine and start
suffolk Bar stools painted in Dove grey
72

with the chopping or chatting.
73

Sideboards
&
Dressers
We like to think that nobody makes
sideboards or dressers like we do. We love
creating something that is pleasing to the eye,
and yet so infinitely practical. Our first class
carpenters combine classical proportions and
elegant design with the best raw materials.
The result is a stunning piece of furniture
that is incredibly useful and extremely stylish.
So choose your space, play around with our
colours, add handles and away you go!

74
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Suffolk
Chichester

Dining Tables
Sideboards
& Dressers
uNDerstAteD
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD
eNgLish
sLAte
stYLe
With seAsoNeD
oAK tops
Finished in Limestone with Natural oak tops
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.

ChICheSTer SIdeBoardS
a beautiful sideboard is a wonderful thing. Infinitely
practical and elegantly designed they strike the perfect
balance between function and form.
We love sideboards so much we have made sure there is
a size to fit almost any space. We have also included a
varied range of natural oak finishes, elegant handles and a
palette of muted paint colours so you can design your own
sideboard to perfectly fit your contemporary flat, urban
townhouse or country cottage.

painted in Limestone

Above
chichester 3ft 6 original sideboard painted in Limestone
Left
chichester 5ft glazed Dresser painted in Limestone

76

Dining / sideboards & Dressers / chichester
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Chichester Dressers
Once we started making sideboards we moved on to dressers and then
we were really on a roll. We like to think that nobody makes dressers
like we do. We combine classical proportions and elegant design
with our first class joinery and the best raw materials. The result is
a stunning piece of furniture that will last a lifetime. So choose your
space, play around with our colours, add handles and away you go! An
individual, hand crafted and hand finished family heirloom.

Make IT your Own
Create your own Chichester design by choosing your own custom
hand painted finish from any of our beautiful colours displayed on
page 193.

Above
Chichester 4ft Glazed Dresser painted in Peat
Right
Chichester 3ft6 Glazed Dresser painted in Smoke
78
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chIchesTer sIdeboArds & dressers
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™

34cm

88cm

cornice

All chichester Dressers
& sideboards
come complete with
oak and chrome knobs

209cm

Why choose me?
elegant
solid
oakchichester
top & painted
design
legs
forwhich
a classic
look
really
great english style
understated
elegant
design which
is funpainted
to stroke
solid oakball
worktops
and a hand
word word word
finish
for a soft 6-12
traditional
lookor on the
seats between
very tiny
elegant
proportions
and
ample
storage
large side?
for an infinite number of uses

87cm

49cm

Chichester

Chichester

3ft sideboard

3ft two Door open rack Dresser

chi-Dre-2Dr-85-B-Ls

chi-Dre-3Ft-opN-Ls
49cm

79cm

Chichester

87cm

Base
79cm

Chichester

87cm

3ft 6 sideboard

4ft sideboard

chi-Dre-3Ft6-2Dr-B-Ls
49cm

34cm

chi-Dre-4Ft-2Dr-B-Ls
49cm

106cm

115cm

34cm

122cm

131cm
cornice

cornice

209cm

209cm

Chichester

Chichester

4ft two Door open rack Dresser

3ft 6 two Door open rack Dresser
Base
49cm

34cm

chi-Dre-4Ft-opN-Ls

chi-Dre-3Ft6-opN-Ls
Base

106cm

49cm

115cm

34cm

cornice

122cm

131cm

cornice

painted in Limestone
209cm

209cm

Chichester

Chichester

3ft 6 two Door glazed rack Dresser

4ft two Door glazed rack Dresser

chi-Dre-3Ft6-gLs-Ls

chi-Dre-4Ft-gLs-Ls

Base

chichester 3ft two Door open rack Dresser
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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49cm

106cm

Base
49cm

122cm

81

chIchesTer dressers & sIdeboArds
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™
All chichester Dressers
& sideboards
come complete with
oak and chrome knobs

Why choose me?
understated
solid
oak topelegant
& painted
style
legs
perfect
whichfor
look
any
really
great or dining room
hall, kitchen
elegant
ballzig-zag
designshelving
which is fun to stroke
Adjustable
word word word
customise
with6-12
yourvery
owntiny
paint
seats between
or colours
on the or
handles
large side?

Chichester

87cm

Chichester

92cm

grand chest of Drawers

5ft sideboard

chi-DrW-gND-Ls

chi-Dre-5Ft-4Dr-B-Ls
49cm

153cm
47cm

34cm
34cm

153cm

162cm
cornice

162cm
cornice

214cm

209cm

Chichester

Chichester

5ft Four Door open rack Dresser
Base

chi-Dre-5gD-opN-Ls
Base

153cm

49cm

34cm

grand chest open rack Dresser

chi-Dre-5Ft-opN-Ls
47cm

34cm

153cm

162cm

162cm

cornice

cornice

209cm

214cm

Chichester

Chichester
Base
49cm

5ft Four Door square glazed Dresser

grand chest square glazed rack
Dresser

chi-Dre-5Ft-gLr-Ls

chi-Dre-5gD-gLr-Ls

153cm

Base
47cm

153cm

We ThouGhT IT WaS WorTh GeTTInG InTo Some

strong basswood joined with dowel locks and centre hinges

technical detail here as we are really proud of all the features

to guarantee joint integrity, and have included little details

of our Chichester Sideboard and dressers. from the solid oak

such as f lat and removable cornices, plate grooves, adjustable

tops to the classic tongue and groove paneling, chrome hinges

shelving and glazed racks to make your storage space as f lexible

and soft close drawers, we are careful to make every detail

and beautiful as possible. We are really passionate about

look beautiful as well as perform well. We have used a very

these pieces of furniture and we hope you enjoy the result.

painted in Limestone
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Suffolk

Dining Tables
Dressers
& Sideboards
simpLY eLegANt
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD
shAKer
sLAtestYLe
With seAsoNeD
oAK tops
Finished in honed slate with seasoned solid oak tops
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.

84

85

Our Suffolk sideboards are so popular that we
now offer it in a compact 3ft, a practical 4ft and a majestic 6ft. The
style is elegant and simple, with plain oversize sturdy door frames
and soft close drawers hand painted in Honed Slate, coupled with
a gorgeous seasoned oak work top. The ball foot adds a delicate
sophistication whilst allowing for easy cleaning.
Our Suffolk Dressers are designed to give you a wide range of
combinations to suit any home. First choose the base style you
prefer then decide on the top that best suits your space and needs.
Open racks feel more informal and rustic, whilst the glazed doors
offer elegant dimmable lighting and hanging space for your cups
and keys.
For wine lovers we have a series of beautiful cabinets with four
shelves that can hold from 28 to 56 bottles. The drawers provide for
all the necessary bottle openers and notebooks.

Left
Suffolk 4ft Sideboard in Honed Slate
Above
Suffolk 3ft Sideboard in Honed Slate
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Dining / Sideboards & Dressers / Suffolk
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SImpLe, STyLISh, SuffoLk
The simple design of the Suffolk hides a
sophisticated wealth of detail. The raised
dresser top provides a niche for the traditional
peg system and allows the beauty of the oak
worktop to be seen. The frame of the glazed
dresser echoes the beautiful curves of the
original Suffolk chair, and the open rack has a
unique step out feature. The simple, separate
cornicing finishes each cabinet beautifully,
whilst the two-tone hand painted finish of dove
Grey and honed Slate creates a subtle contrast.
a simple, stunning design superbly crafted.

painted in honed slate

suffolk 3ft glazed rack Dresser
manhattan 130 & 60 console tables
somerton 39x39x55cm Willow Basket
Right
suffolk 3ft open rack Dresser painted in honed slate
88

Dining / sideboards & Dressers / suffolk
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our SuffoLk dreSSerS are perfeCT for CreaTInG
seasonal change in your home. decorate with spring flowers, display
your glasses and light china for a more summery backdrop and make
sure you include some large bowls of strawberries for fidgety fingers.
They are the ideal setting for any season and a lovely way of keeping
your home feeling fresh.

painted in honed slate

Above
suffolk 4ft glazed rack Dresser
suffolk 150cm rectangular table & Long island
Linen Dining chairs
Left
suffolk 6ft open rack Dresser
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suffoLk dressers & sIdeboArds
- oAk fINIshed IN seAsoNed IsoGuArd™

Why choose me?
sophisticated simplicity with oversized
door frames and elegant ball foot
solid seasoned oak worktops and a hand
painted finish for a soft traditional look
elegant proportions and ample storage
for an infinite number of uses

Suffolk

87cm

3ft sideboard

Suffolk

87cm

4ft sideboard

suFD-siD-3Ft
49cm

35cm

6ft sideboard

suFD-siD-4Ft
49cm

83cm

Suffolk

87cm

suFD-siD-6Ft

122cm
49cm

35cm

91cm
cornice

183cm

191cm
cornice

When we designed the Suffolk dresser we really wanted the simple
design to enhance your kitchen or dining room, but also to give
you a vehicle through which you can stamp your own personality.

209cm

Try decorating it with a selection of delicate china, coloured glass,

Suffolk

3ft open rack Dresser

209cm

twinkling candles or dotted with elegant photo frames, pretty

Suffolk

vases or a collection of cookbooks.

6ft open rack Dresser

suF-Dre-3Ft-opND
49cm

35cm

Base

Base
83cm

49cm

91cm

35cm

cornice

35cm

130cm

183cm

191cm

cornice

209cm

209cm

Suffolk

Suffolk

suF-Dre-3Ft-gLsD

suF-Dre-4Ft-gLsD

Dimmable spotlights included

Dimmable spotlights included

3ft glazed rack Dresser

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

6ft glazed rack Dresser
suF-Dre-6Ft-gLsD
Base

Base
49cm

83cm

Suffolk

4ft glazed rack Dresser

Base

92

cornice

209cm

49cm

suF-Dre-6Ft-opND

122cm

painted in honed slate

49cm

Dimmable spotlights included

183cm

All suffolk Dressers & sideboards
come complete with a choice of wood or
chrome knobs
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Suffolk
Henley

Sideboards,
Dining
Tables
Dressers &
Display Cabinets

FiNisheD iN hoNeD sLAte With seAsoNeD
oAK tops
sophisticAteD AND NAturAL oAK

suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
crafted from solid pale oak
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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Henley Dressers & Sideboards
Our Henley Dressers & Sideboards are designed
to elegantly suit any part of your home from
Living Room to Hall or Kitchen to Dining
Room. With curved cabinets and delicate
carving they epitomise the best in traditional
and classic craftsmanship.
The sideboards include neat pull-out serving
shelves, the dresser tops include a series of
storage drawers constructed using dovetail
joinery, the glazed shelves are oak framed
and the dimmable lights fill the cabinets with
a warm glow. The cleverly concealed door
magnets close beautifully to our new soft
leather-tipped antique bronze door stops.
Fittings are made from our new antique bronze
finish but can be interchanged with our chrome
fittings for a sharper look.

Above
Henley 4ft Sideboard
Right
Henley 3ft Glazed Rack Dresser
Bloomsbury Medium Antique Lamp Stand on an Henley Side Pedestal Table
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The subtle lighting and pared back look of our
Henley Dressers make these pieces perfect for
displaying silver, china, glassware or family
heirlooms.

Finished in IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil

Above
Henley 5ft Glazed Rack Dresser
Detail of glazed shelving system and double door antique bronze
door closes with soft leather tip
Right
Henley 4ft Glazed Rack Dresser
98
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heNLey dressers, sIdeboArds & cAbINeTs
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™

35cm

92cm
cornice

Why choose me?

209cm

A stunning
solid
oak top
celebration
& paintedof
legs
faded
which
warm
look
really
great
english
oak
elegant
design which
is traditional
fun to stroke
Beautifulball
craftsmanship
and
word word word
joinery
techniques
seats between
6-12 very tiny or on the
elegant
proportions and ample storage
large side?
for an infinite number of uses

87cm

Henley

Henley

3ft sideboard
49cm

83cm

3ft glazed rack Dresser
Base

heND-siD-006

49cm

35cm

heN-Dre-3Ft-gLs

83cm

131cm
cornice

209cm

87cm

Henley

Henley

4ft sideboard
49cm

122cm

4ft glazed rack Dresser

Base

heND-siD-008

49cm

35cm

heN-Dre-4Ft-gLs

122cm

162cm
cornice

209cm

87cm

Henley

Henley

5ft sideboard
49cm

153cm

All henley dressers & sideboards
come complete with henley
Antique Brass Knobs

heND-siD-010

Base
49cm

153cm

5ft glazed rack Dresser
heN-Dre-5Ft-gLs

It almost seems a shame to put anything on these beautiful
sideboards or dressers as the pale finish of the oak is so stunning
you won’t want to cover it up. however, if you must, we find them
infinitely useful for storing everything from pretty china to your
favourite books and are perfect for pouring a glass of wine from
the cleverly concealed serving shelves.

henley 3ft sideboard
Burlington crystal vase Lamp with edward silk mocha shade
100
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Curvaceous Oak
We are really proud of our craftsmen, and the
skills required to create these curved cabinets
really show off what they can do. Each part has
to be individually shaped from panel to door
frame and from drawer front to cabinet frame.
This is the ultimate test and is furniture art at
its finest.
Henley Curved Glazed Rack Dresser
Detail of the pull-out serving shelf and drawer combination
102
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Why choose me?
solid
A
stunning
oak top
celebration
& paintedof
legs
natural
whichoak
look
really great oak framed shelves, glazed
Adjustable
elegant
ballbuilt
design
which
is fun to stroke
doors and
in spot
lights
word word word
Beautiful
and practical
with
seats between
6-12 very
tinyample
or on the
storage
and
display
space
large side?

heNLey dIsPLAy cAbINeTs
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™
76cm

42cm

76cm

42cm
cornice

cornice

209cm

209cm

Henley

Henley

Full height glazed cabinet - left
Base
37cm

65cm

Full height glazed cabinet - right
Base

heND-Dre-012

37cm

65cm

heND-Dre-013

78cm

78cm
cornice

209cm

Henley

87cm

Henley

curved sideboard
75cm

heND-siD-014

75cm

All henley dressers & sideboards
come complete with henley
Antique Brass Knobs

curved glazed rack Dresser
75cm

75cm
Base

heN-Dre-5cv-gLs

henLey fuLL-heIGhT
our glazed cabinets are such an elegant way to display your
special glassware, delicate china or favourite books. With
soft built-in lighting they will draw your eye and provide an
interesting focal point to any room. Why not include some family
photos or even an old trophy from your glorious school days for
an added talking point.

henley Full height glazed cabinet - Left
104
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Living
soFAs & ArmchAirs
occAsioNAL tABLes
DispLAY cABiNets
cupBoArDs
BooKcAses & sheLves
coAt rAcKs
home oFFice
a ComforTaBLe home WorkS WITh The aLTernaTInG
rhythm of your daily life – it needs to be the perfect place to relax,
work, play, eat and drink as well as to socialise and entertain. It should
be a welcoming, invigorating and appealing space that needs elegant
and practical furniture, cosy lighting and tactile furnishings.
We have thought hard about what furniture and finishing touches
will make your home perfect for you. So we have set about designing
a comfortable reading chair, the ideal lamp, a proper bookcase and a
magnificent mirror all using beautiful materials, elegant design and
expert craftsmanship.
This spring we have focused on some wonderful new linen colours,
extending our range of occasional tables and expanding our elegant
range of lighting and accessories. from rustic antique finishes to fine silk
shades we have played with texture, colour and light to create a look that
will make your home a delight to the senses, as well as a delight to use.
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Sofas & Armchairs
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Why choose me?
Neutral
solid
oak
linen
top shades
& painted
to suit
legsany
which
colour
look
really
great
scheme
elegant
ballseat
design
fun totimber
stroke
ultra wide
padswhich
and aisstrong
word word word
frame
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
Wonderfully
large
side? comfortable, practical and
elegant

The Sophia is a classically beautiful, oak framed

103.5cm

chair. Its simple, pared back elegance would look
stunning in any country retreat or city apartment.

Sophia

The stylish combination of faded oak and soft

Armchair

68cm
71cm

linen is irresistible and looks beautiful paired

misty grey upholstery with faded oak legs

sopL-chA-Arm-mg

with any of our painted or oak furniture.

85cm

Beautifully designed and elegantly sophisticated,
the amelia armchair is ideal for any setting.

Amelia
Armchair

The chic linen colour, traditional brass casters,

Night sky upholstery with dark legs

82cm

stud detailing and extra wide seat are the perfect

65cm

combination of comfort and style.

AmeL-chA-Arm-Ns

We are particularly excited about our first neptune
sofa. The Charlotte is a lovely interpretation of the
classic Chesterfield, which combines architectural

Charlotte

77cm

3 seater sofa

Feather filled scatter cushions included.
Both dark and oak legs included.

elegance with absolute comfort. The buttoned
studwork detail and choice of two lovely thick
weave fabrics mean you can truly relax in style.

92cm

220cm

chAL-soF3-No/Ns

Also available in
Night sky
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Suffolk
Henley

Dining Tables
Occasional
Tables
stYLish NAturAL
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD
oAK
sLAte With seAsoNeD
oAK tops
crafted from Natural pale oak
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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The soft, Pale oak finish of the

There are two sizes of coffee table with a lower shelf

Henley looks spectacular in any living space.

for additional books, magazines or games. Also

With its fine detailing and classic pedestal design

new to the collection are a square lamp table and a

it makes a side table, console or low coffee table

classically beautiful pedestal side table with all that

look perfectly elegant and simply luxurious.

lovely turning detail in a perfectly crafted piece.

Above
Henley 160cm Coffee Table
Right
Henley Oak Console Table
Burlington Crystal Vase lamp with Edward Mocha Silk Shade
Somerton Willow Basket
See the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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Living / Occasional Tables / Henley

Finished in IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil
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heNLey occAsIoNAL TAbLes
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™

Why choose me?
solid oak
Natural
pale
topoak
& painted
to enhance
legs which
any room
look
really great
Beautiful
craftsmanship and elegant
elegant
ball carved,
design which
fun to stroke
design with
turnedislegs
word word word
classical
proportions
withtiny
useful
storage
seats between
6-12 very
or on
the
and
display
space
large side?

60cm

Henley

oak side pedestal table
heNL-tAB-siD-060

60cm

51cm

Henley
47.5cm

65cm

oak Lamp table
heNL-tAB-LAm-065

We love the finish of these beautiful henley tables. They bring a
real sense of luxury and warmth to your room, as well as providing
seriously practical space for those coffee table books, pretty lamps
and cups of tea you should sit back and enjoy.

40cm

Henley

oak 120cm coffee table
65cm

120cm

heNL-tAB-coF-120

henley oak console tables come
complete with Antique Brass Knobs

76cm

Henley

40cm

oak 160cm coffee table

henley oak Lamp table
Above Right
henley oak side pedestal table
116

90cm

160cm

heNL-tAB-coF-160

Henley
38cm

130cm

oak console table
heND-coN-005
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Suffolk
Chichester

Dining Tables
Occasional
Tables
uNDerstAteD
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD
eNgLish
sLAte
stYLe
With seAsoNeD
oAK tops
Finished in Limestone with Natural oak tops
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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There are fortunately lots of good reasons to have
these stylish tables dotted around our office. Adorned
with elegant vases, pretty candles and a statement
lamp they look utterly beautiful and give us lots
of additional storage space to display brochures,
throws and baskets. Based on the same design as the
Chichester Potboard, this stylish piece is the perfect
place for a flower arrangement, lamp or telephone,
as well as providing a lower shelf for storing boots,
umbrellas or dog leads. If like us you find an infinite
number of uses for it you may want one in the hall,
landing, kitchen, sitting room…

This elegant writing desk is equally at home as
a pretty side table accented by a Neptune lamp
or an attractive base for working at home. It
is a beautiful, practical piece of furniture with
hand painted legs and a solid oak top sealed
with our new IsoGuard™ finish. The centre
drawer glides on soft close runners and gives
just the right amount of storage for stationary,
keys or paperwork.

Above
Chichester Writing Table painted in Old Chalk
Long Island Chair in Natural
Right
Chichester Console Table painted in Limestone
Burlington Crystal Ball Lamp with Lucile Warm White Linen Shade
Somerton Willow Basket
Chiswick Botanical Prints
120

Living / Occasional Tables / Chichester
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chIchesTer occAsIoNAL TAbLes
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™

Why choose me?

New

Chichester

Chichester

Low Lamp table

soft rounded
solid
oak top &
natural
painted
oaklegs
tops
which
with look
really
great
painted
Limestone or old chalk legs
elegant
ball design
which
is fun to stroke
multi functional
pieces
to complement
word word word
any
seatssurroundings
between 6-12 very tiny or on the
Ample
space with lots of practical storage
large side?

Lamp table

chi-tAB-Lmp-65-Ls

45cm

65cm

chi-tAB-Lmp-45

55cm

45cm

65cm

45cm

New

Chichester

Chichester

coffee table / tv table

side Lamp table
55cm

chi-tAB-coF-120-Ls

45cm

65cm

30cm

120cm

chi-tAB-Lmp-rec-65

65cm

Chichester

Chichester

console table

Writing Desk

painted in Limestone

painted in old chalk

76cm

chi-Drs- OC

45cm

115cm

76cm

chi-coN-

40cm

LS

122cm

We love how the Chichester style can make a room feel warm
and cosy while still being cool and sophisticated. It’s the perfect
marriage of clean lines, warm textures and organic curves within
an irresistibly practical design.

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

our lamp and coffee tables have a multitude of uses, and are the
perfect place for your best books, a pretty side light or to relax
beside with a drink and bite to eat. The useful storage space below
chichester 65cm side Lamp table
cromwell Lamp stand with 14" James Linen shade in Warm White
charlotte sofa in Night sky
122

is ideal for keeping magazines, a warm throw or a lovely collection
of neptune brochures!
colour codes : LS - Limestone with Natural oak top / OC - old chalk with Natural oak top

chichester Writing Desk and console
tables comes complete with a choice of
wood or chrome knobs
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Suffolk

Console Table
ThIS
eLegANt shAKer stYLe DesigN

eLeGanT

BaLL

BaCk

design looks beautiful on our Suffolk
Console Table. The solid oak top and

Finished in honed slate with seasoned oak tops

beautifully carved, hand painted legs
taper to a fine point to give the table
solidity and a delicate elegance. The
drawers offer practical storage space
making it the perfect piece for your
hallway, living room or dining room.

oAk fINIshed IN seAsoNed IsoGuArd™

Suffolk

76cm

console table
suFD-tAB-016

suffolk console table
Buckingham 100cm mirror in off White
cromwell Lamp with James Linen shade in Warm White
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
124

40cm

120cm
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Suffolk
Manhattan
Dining Tables
Occasional
Tables

cooL, crisp
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD
coNtemporArY
sLAte With
DesigN
seAsoNeD
oAK tops
hand crafted from polished stainless steel and glass
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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We couldn’t resist designing a collection of crisp,

and architectural style gives a very contemporary feel. Manhattan

contemporary furniture to show that classic does not mean the same

blends effortlessly with its surroundings and harmonises with all

thing as traditional. Inspired by the Manhattan skyline, this sleek

types of furniture. Its clean minimalist lines and graphic definition

new collection has a cutting edge feel that would look wonderful

give a fresh simplicity and invigorating style statement when

mixed with our other collections. Hand crafted from polished

combined with our new upholstery collection and ever-growing

stainless steel and 12mm tempered glass, its cross section design

range of accessories.

Above & Right
Manhattan 120cm Coffee Table
See the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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Living / Occasional Tables / Manhattan
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mANhATTAN TAbLes

Why choose me?
A contemporary
solid
oak top & painted
design legs
inspired
which
bylook
the
really
great skyline
manhattan
elegant
balland
design
whichstainless
is fun tosteel
stroke
clear glass
polished
word word word
blend
into their6-12
surroundings
seats between
very tiny or on the
combine
with
different
styles for an
large side?
interesting and striking statement

50cm

Manhattan
60cm

60cm

60cm Lamp table
mAN-LAm-60

70cm

Manhattan
40cm

60cm

60cm console table
mAN-coN-60

70cm

Manhattan
40cm

130cm

130cm console table
manhattan 130cm console table
Burlington crystal Ball Lamp with 19" edward silk shade in mocha

mAN-coN-130

45cm

Manhattan

68-90cm

150cm rectangular Desk

Manhattan
70cm

120cm

120cm coffee table
mAN-coF-120

150cm
80cm

mAN-Des-150
Adjustable desktop from 68 to 90cm in
height

manhattan rectangular Desk
suffolk chair painted in smoke
130
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Suffolk
Chichester

Dining Tables
Cupboards
& Bookcases
cLAssic DetAiLiNg
FiNisheD
iN hoNeDAND
sLAte
eLegANt
With seAsoNeD
DesigN
oAK tops
Finished in Limestone with Natural oak tops
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.
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133

When you GeT your houSekeeperS CupBoard home
you will wonder how you lived without one. They have a multitude of
uses, and are perfect for the hall, bedroom, laundry or dining room.
ours come in two parts so you can move it around the house easily,
or choose to use the cabinets separately. The base section includes a
beautiful natural oak top finished in our IsoGuard™ oil, and comes
with three substantial drawers that glide on soft close runners. one
possibility is to select this piece on its own to make a great side piece
or television cabinet. The top part comes with three fully adjustable
shelves as well as a hanging oak rail that is fully adjustable so you can
store anything from suits to sheets.
The only problem is that you may feel one is just not enough!

painted in Limestone

Right
chichester housekeepers cupboard in Limestone
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Living / cupboards & Bookcases / chichester
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If like us, you find it difficult to give a
book away once you’ve read it, then have a
look at some of the beautiful bookshelves
we have designed.
a good book is like an old friend, one that
you want to keep in touch with, so we have
created some elegant cabinets, fitted shelves
and bookcases that will give your books a new
home within easy reach.
from small to grand we have a bookcase for
every space. from the grand 6ft to the smaller
3ft, they are designed to offer storage for
everything from toys to a Tv.

painted in Limestone

Above
chichester grand Bookcase
Right
chichester original Bookcase
suffolk Natural oak Dining chair
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
Opposite Page
chichester Full height Bookcase
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Living / cupboards & Bookcases / chichester
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chIchesTer cuPboArds & bookcAses
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™

Why choose me?

46cm

103cm
cornice

209cm

elegant
solid
oakcornicing,
top & painted
adjustable
legs which
shelving
look
really
and a great
soft hand painted finish
elegant
which
is funopen
to stroke
An all in ball
onedesign
style for
additional
or
word word word
hide-away
storage
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
A
distinctive
large
side? centrepiece for your sitting
room

Chichester

Chichester

75cm

3ft original Bookcase

3ft Low storage/ tv cupboard
chi-Boo-stD-B-

chi-Boo-stD

LS

Base

94cm

49cm

49cm

46cm

94cm

192cm
cornice

209cm

Chichester

Chichester

6ft Low storage / tv cupboard

75cm

chi-Boo-gND-B183cm

49cm

6ft grand Bookcase

LS

Base

chi-Boo-gND

183cm

49cm

55.5cm

133cm
cornice

209cm

Chichester

Chichester

Available painted in Limestone or old chalk

Available painted in Limestone or old chalk

Low storage / tv cupboard

70cm

55cm

housekeepers cupboard

chi-hKc-DrW-B- LS / OC

124cm

chi-hKc- LS / OC
Base
55cm

42cm

124cm

111cm
cornice

Toys, blankets, linen, movies, music or books: these elegant
Chichester designs offer the perfect storage solution for any clutter,
collection or compilation. The elegant cornicing, distinctive
profile and soft hand painted finish complete the overall look and
feel of stylish simplicity.

209cm

Chichester

Full height Bookcase
chi-Boo-FuL- LS
38cm

138

Base
102cm

colour codes : LS - Limestone with Natural oak top / OC - old chalk with Natural oak top

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

All chichester Bookcases & cupboards
come complete with a choice of wood or
chrome knobs
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ThIS

Pembroke
Fitted Shelves

IS

a

BeauTIfuL

and

practical solution that is designed to fit
virtually any space. The quality of the
joinery, plate grooves and adjustable zigzag shelving system look wonderful and

BeAutiFuL oAK sheLves to Fit ANY spAce
Frames painted Dove grey and shelves in solid oak

allow you to display any size of book,
plate or treasured heirloom. make it your
own by painting with contrasting colours
and fitting with stylish bookcase lights.

painted in Dove grey
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New

4 sIzes of fITTed bookcAse & WINe rAcks Pembroke

Pembroke

pem-Boo-Fit-400

pem-Boo-Fit-525

Pembroke

Pembroke

pem-Boo-Fit-650

pem-Boo-Fit-825

40cm Fitted Bookcase/Wine rack

all our fitted bookcases and wine racks

216cm

52.5cm Fitted Bookcase/Wine rack

are fully framed and feature our zig-zag
adjustable shelving system so they can
support the heaviest and largest loads. The

65cm Fitted Bookcase/Wine rack

adjustable stainless steel feet are perfect for
leveling even on the most uneven floors.
The shelves are available in oak and the

32.5cm

40cm
52.5cm
65cm
82.5cm

dove Grey and honed Slate colours give
the shelving a soft two tone finish.

82.5cm Fitted Bookcase/Wine rack

Suffolk

corNIce, skIrTING, sheLvING & eNd PANeL -

200cm/300cm cornice
suFK-KFi-2000/3000-cor

6cm
250/400cm

30cm

40cm

Suffolk

200cm/300cm skirting
6.5cm

suFK-KFi-2000/3000-sKi
30cm

52.5cm

300cm
217cm

30cm

65cm

Chichester

250cm/400cm cornice
6cm

KcWu-cor-250/4m

30cm

82.5cm

1.2cm

36cm

Pembroke

Pembroke Full Height

pem-she-400-2pc
pem-she-525-2pc
pem-she-650-2pc
pem-she-825-2pc

pem-Boo-ep

oak shelves

250/400cm

end/scribing panel

Chichester
300cm skirting

10cm

KcB-sKt-3000
300cm

creATe your oWN combINATIoN

400mm + 825mm + 400mm
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525mm + 825mm + 825mm + 525mm

650mm + 400mm + 650mm
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WheTher you favour a moLeSkIn BLazer or
waxed jacket, or are needing to hang up your children’s growing
collection of school raincoats, parkas and duffle coats, our

Suffolk

Suffolk Coat racks are so versatile and practical they provide

Coat Racks

the perfect storage and look very stylish in any hall, utility room,
boot room or kitchen. The solid oak shelf and hand painted finish

simpLe AND stYLish storAge

are perfect for tidying up coats or even hanging kitchen utensils.
Try pairing it with a Suffolk Sideboard as a pretty accent.

Finished in honed slate with seasoned oak tops

suffoLk coAT rAcks
- oAk fINIshed IN seAsoNed IsoGuArd™

Suffolk

3ft coat rack
15cm
16cm

suFD-she-004
83cm

15cm
16cm

122cm

Suffolk

4ft coat rack
suFD-she-009

suffolk 3ft coat rack
suffolk 3ft sideboard
15cm
16cm

183cm

Suffolk

6ft coat rack
suFD-she-014

suffolk 4ft coat rack
144
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Chichester
Home Office

sophisticAteD DesigN & FLexiBLe
WorKspAce
Finished in Limestone with Natural oak tops

WorkInG aT home haS an appeaL
that’s hard to match. a comfortable
reading chair, the perfect desk lamp and
a wall of favourite photos creates the ideal
retreat to inspire the imagination and help
focus attention to the task at hand. our
Chichester workstations do just that. It is a
space that works just the way you want, so
you can balance organisation with comfort
and style.
our original Workstation is packed with
features. The gliding desk neatly conceals
into the cabinet face and has sufficient
space to keep your keyboard and mouse
or laptop computer. The main space above
has adjustable shelves for a monitor or
storage for books, files or a printer; whilst
the top section provides further file or
book storage. all areas have pre-installed
allowance for cable runs.
Simply close the doors and slide away the
desk for a tidy and elegant finish to the day.
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The big brother to the original Workstation includes all the beautiful

above can fit most computer boxes, printers, additional stationery and

design, elegant proportions and attention to detail of its smaller sibling,

files, and of course the cable management allows you to feed to the main

but with additional shelving and more generous storage space. In fact

work area. here you can place your keyboard on the concealed run out

there is room for the largest of monitors or even a 42” television! The

desk, which is finished in natural oak. When you are done for the day ,

lower doors open to reveal ample drop filing space, the adjustable shelves

simply close the beautiful bi-fold doors for a neat, stylish finish.

Right & Above
chichester Deluxe Workstation in Limestone
chichester Lamp table
montague chair in pale stone
148

painted in Limestone

Living / home office / chichester
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Why choose me?
An elegant
solid
oak top
cabinet
& painted
that legs
will enhance
which look
any
really
room great
and provide a very flexible workspace
elegant
ball base
design
is funworkstation
to stroke
choose the
of which
the Deluxe
word word word
for
elegant
file storage
seats
between
6-12 very tiny or on the
packed
with
large side? clever features and hand
painted in a Limestone finish

chIchesTer WorksTATIoNs
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™
57.5cm

63cm

99cm

133cm
cornice

cornice

Chichester

209cm

209cm

Chichester

original Workstation

Deluxe Workstation

chi-WKs-990-Ls

Base
53cm

89cm

chi-WKs-1340-Ls

59cm

original Workstation
- explained
packed with features, this piece provides all
you need for your home office.
the gliding desk neatly conceals into the
cabinet face and has sufficient space for
your keyboard, mouse or laptop computer.
the main space above has a fully adjustable
shelf to allow the right amount of space
for a monitor, storing books and files or a
printer. the upper cabinet allows further
file or book storage, whilst the lower
cabinet allows for a full size computer or
further filing. All areas have pre-installed
cable runs. simply close the doors for an
elegant and tidy finish to the day.

Base
124cm

Deluxe Workstation
- explained
styled as a partner to our housekeepers
cupboard, this deluxe Workstation has it
all. At 4ft there is ample storage space, with
two fully adjustable shelves with in-built
cable runs giving you complete flexibility
for any computer or printer. once placed
there is still ample space for additional
filing. Beautiful bi-fold doors on chromed
brass hinges fold right back, whilst the desk
runs out of its own slot below and gives
sufficient space for a keyboard, mouse or
laptop computer.

chichester original Workstation in Limestone
Long island chair in Natural
150
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Bedroom
BeDs
BeDsiDe tABLes
DressiNg tABLes
chest oF DrAWers
WArDroBes
BedroomS are prIvaTe SpaCeS Where We fIrST Learn
to sleep alone, where we first learn not to sleep alone, and where we all
probably made our first design decisions. It is a room that needs to be
relaxing and reviving, practical and stylish: simply put, it needs to offer
comfort and elegance in equal measure.
We kept this in mind when designing our beautiful range of bedroom
furniture. our two ranges: Chichester and Larsson, combine fine
craftsmanship, elegant design and soft linens to create a collection that
is beautiful and strong, yet fine and elegant.
fabulous timber beds, pretty bedside tables and elegant wardrobes;
there is so much to choose from; and with all the practical details sewn
up, such as adjustable shelving, removable linens and flexible hanging
space all you need to do is decide what finish and fabric you would like
and where you want to put it!
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Suffolk
Chichester

Dining
Beds
& Tables
Bedroom Furniture
A trADitioNAL
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD
DesigN
sLAte
With
With
eLegANt
seAsoNeD
oAK
DetAiLs
tops
suffolk
its seasoned
hues of honed
Finishedwith
in old
chalk withoak,
herringbone
Fabricslate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.

SnuGGLe up In STyLe WITh our ChICheSTer
Bedroom. Beautiful joinery, elegant designs and warm
linens will bring comfort and sophistication to any
room. finish in your choice of colour, or even fit your
own fabric upholstery for a more personal touch.
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We think its worth investing in a good pair of
shoes or a really comfortable bed because if your
not in one then your definitely in the other. The
Chichester Bed is wonderfully comfortable,
very inviting and extremely elegant. The perfect
place to spend every sleepy moment.

Customise your bedroom in a dozen ways. first choose
the bed size and the footboard and then play around with
colour. one of our favourite combinations is old Chalk and
french Grey, but there are so many to choose from. our
beautiful herringbone upholstery look stunning with any
of our paint colours, but feel free to choose your own fabric
and match accordingly.
next decide which bedside tables, wardrobes and chest
of drawers you would like. you can then go for a more
contemporary feel with one of our chrome handles or stick
with oak for a more traditional feel.
don’t forget the finishing touches. a washed oak lamp stand,
silk or linen shades, a painted mirror or an elegant vase. If it
all sounds like too much choice, don’t worry – everything is
designed to coordinate perfectly, yet look distinctly different
in every room.
Left
chichester single Bed with custom head & footboards
Above & Right
chichester 150cm Kingsize Bed with high end footboard in old chalk with
bespoke fabric - available from www.simshilditch.com
chichester Bedside tables in old chalk
Right
Burlington small crystal Ball Lamps with 12” Lucile Warm White Linen shades
New herringbone fabric detail
chichester 150cm Kingsize Bed with low end footboard in old chalk
156

painted in old chalk

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

Bedroom / Beds / chichester
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chIchesTer beds

Chichester
123cm

Why choose me?

88cm

90cm single Bed
high end Footboard
chi-BeD-090h

90cm single Bed
Low end Footboard
chi-BeD-090L
to fit single mattress 90x190cm (not included)

A traditional
solid
oak topdesign
& painted
withlegs
elegant
which
detailing
look
really
greatbeautiful in any setting
that looks
elegant
ballprovide
design which
is fun to
Beech slats
the ultimate
in stroke
word word word
comfort
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
removable
large side? linen boards so you can
re-cover in your choice of fabric

201cm
100cm

Chichester

123cm
88cm

135cm Double Bed
high end Footboard
chi-BeD-135h

135cm Double Bed
Low end Footboard
chi-BeD-135L

to fit double mattress 135x190cm (not included)
201cm

146cm

Chichester

150cm Kingsize Bed
high end Footboard

123cm
88cm

chi-BeD-150h

150cm Kingsize Bed
Low end Footboard
chi-BeD-150L

to fit kingsize mattress 150x200cm (not included)

211cm

163cm

Chichester

123cm
88cm

180cm Kingsize Bed
high end Footboard
chi-BeD-180h

180cm Kingsize Bed
Low end Footboard
chi-BeD-180L

to fit super kingsize mattress 180x200cm (not included)
211cm

chichester Kingsize Bed in old chalk
chichester closed Bedside cabinets in old chalk
chichester tall 5 Drawer chest of Drawers in old chalk
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
158

196m

please note price for the beds above does not include the mattress and bedding
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The ChICheSTer WardroBe IS one of our favourITe
pieces of neptune furniture. The traditional design combines a romantic
style with great functionality and skilled craftsmanship. The generous
hanging space and ample drawer storage are a delight to use, whilst the
refined, hand painted detailing and finish will enhance any bedroom.

painted in old chalk

Above
chichester original Wardrobe
Antigua chair
Opposite Page
chichester original Wardrobe
chichester tall chest of Drawers
chichester 56x82cm mirror in old chalk
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This Chichester Dressing Table is a lovely new addition to
our bedroom range. Although the tactile pretty design is
wonderfully simple, the desk is infinitely useful. The natural
oak top is sealed with our Isoguard system to guarantee a
long life and the large soft close centre drawer offers great
storage. It looks extremely stylish with softly tapered legs
and a curved detail at the knee that mimics the wardrobe
design. Try combining it with our Calverston Chair to bring
a soft texture and warmth to your bedroom.
The drawers on our Chichester chests will never stick, drop
or fall out. A concealed runner system literally makes the
drawers glide, whilst a soft close system gently pulls your
drawer to a perfect close. Not only that, but each drawer can
carry up to 30kgs, meaning that our largest Grand Chest
of Drawers can carry up to a quarter of a tonne (or half a
hippopotamus). Now that really is a chest of drawers with
a difference.

Left
Chichester Dressing Table in Old Chalk, Chichester 56x82cm Mirror in Old
Chalk, Burlington Small Crystal Ball Lamp with 12” Edward Shade
Above
Chichester Bedside Table, Chichester 90cm Single Bed, Burlington Small
Crystal Ball Lamp with 12” Lucile Shade
Right
Chichester Tall Chest of Drawers, Chichester 56x86cm Mirror in Old Chalk
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chIchesTer bedroom furNITure
- oAk fINIshed IN NATurAL IsoGuArd™

Why choose me?

Chichester
72cm

A softoak
solid
traditional
top & painted
look with
legsa which
hand look
really
great
painted
finish and natural oak tops
elegant
ball design
which isstorage
fun to stroke
clever features
for flexible
word word word
customise
with6-12
our wide
choice
of paint
seats between
very tiny
or on
the
colours
and
handles
large side?

Bedside cabinet

72cm

Chichester

Left and right hand opening versions
available

Bedside table
38cm

chi-BcA-opN-oc

43cm

38cm

chi-BcA-cLo-L/r-oc
43cm

105cm

85cm

Chichester

Chichester

original chest of Drawers

tall chest of Drawers

chi-DrW-stD-oc
47cm

65cm

100cm

chi-DrW-5W-oc
47cm

100cm

55.5cm

128cm
cornice

133cm
cornice

209cm
209cm

Chichester

Chichester

original Wardrobe

housekeepers cupboard

chi-WDB-1250-oc

Base

Base
60cm

119cm

55cm

chi-hKc-oc

124cm

Chichester
Dressing table
76cm

chi-Drs-oc

46cm
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Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

All chichester Bedroom Furniture
comes complete with a choice of wood
or chrome knobs

115cm
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Suffolk
Larsson

Dining
Beds
& Tables
Bedroom Furniture
stYLish scANDiNAviAN
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD sLAte
DesigN
With seAsoNeD
oAK tops
hand carved and finished in gustavian grey
suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.

We Love The LarSSon ranGe. IT draWS
upon the simple Scandinavian aesthetic that is so
influenced by nature. our award winning collection
was inspired by the famous Swedish interior designer,
Carl Larsson. famous for his arts and Crafts style,
each piece has a soft delicacy to it, that resonate with
the wild nordic landscapes.
from the hand carved Swedish wild flower motif, to
the slender legs that finish on a fine point, the range
is pretty, delicate and sophisticated. each piece with
its simple cornicing, adjustable shelving and smooth
runners is painted with a hand dragged glaze that
gives it a stunning Gustavian Grey finish.

Left
Larsson 150cm Kingsize Bed with high end footboard
Larsson Bedside tables
Burlington crystal Ball Lamps with
edward Warm White Linen shades
Brunswick Wall Lights
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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LArssoN beds

Larsson

122cm

90cm single Bed
high end Footboard

Why choose me?

90cm single Bed
Low end Footboard

88cm

LArB-BeD-090h-gg

LArB-BeD-090L-gg
to fit single mattress 90x190cm (not included)

Beautiful
solid
oak hand
top & carved
painted‘picea
legs which
Abies’ on
look
reallycorner
each
great post
elegant ballgustavian
traditional
design which
greyishand
fun to
painted
stroke
word word word
finish
seats between
re-cover
the removable
6-12 verylinen
tiny or
boards
on thein
your
largechoice
side? of fabric

201cm
100cm

122cm

Larsson
88cm

201cm

135cm Double Bed
high end Footboard

135cm Double Bed
Low end Footboard

LArB-BeD-135h-gg

LArB-BeD-135L-gg

to fit double mattress 135x190cm (not included)

146cm

Larsson
122cm

150cm Kingsize Bed
high end Footboard

150cm Kingsize Bed
Low end Footboard

LArB-BeD-150h-gg

LArB-BeD-150L-gg

88cm

to fit kingsize mattress 150x200cm (not included)

211cm

161cm

please note price for the beds above does not include the mattress and bedding

each corner post features a pretty hand carved detail and the
removable linen boards give you the option to re-cover in your
choice of fabric. The strong beech slats offer great comfort and
durability and make sure that relaxing in an award winning
Larsson bed is a treat for all the senses.

Larsson Kingsize Bed
Larsson open Bedside table
168
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Add your own flashes of colour for the perfect
romantic getaway! The delicate hand dragged
neutral finish will let you show your creative flair
and yet conceals the fabulous engineering behind
this collection. Hidden joinery, all on solid timber
together with the best fittings mean that you can
sleep easy in a wonderfully stylish setting.

Above & Right
Larsson Original Wardrobe
Larsson Original Chest of Drawers
Burlington Crystal Ball Lamp with Edward Mocha Silk Shade
170
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LArssoN bedroom furNITure

Why choose me?
72cm

traditional
solid
oak top
gustavian
& painted
grey
legshand
which
painted
look
really
finish great
elegant
design
which
is funhand
to stroke
Antiqueball
brass
handles,
delicate
word word word
carving
and slender
tapered
seats between
6-12 very
tinylegs
or on the
clever
features
including
hidden under
large side?
drawer runners and adjustable shelving

79cm

38cm

43cm

Larsson

52cm

Bedside table

Larsson

120cm

Dressing table
LArB-Drs

LArB-BcA-001

80cm

88cm

42cm

70cm

Larsson

small chest of Drawers

49cm

Larsson

original chest of Drawers

105cm

LArB-DrW-3LoW

LArB-che-002

60cm

104cm

cornice

203cm
116cm

Larsson

Larsson
49cm

64cm

original Wardrobe

tall chest of Drawers
LArB-DrW-5tAL

57cm

Base
98cm

LArB-WAr-006

delicate and refined, our Larsson range of tables, chests and
wardrobes come in a lovely array of sizes. The elegant hand crafted
details and traditional Gustavian Grey hand painted finish is
irresistibly pretty. The attention to detail extends to the hidden
under drawer runners and drawers that open fully for access right
to the back.
93cm

50cm

Larsson Dressing table
Larsson Bedroom chair
Larsson 55x80cm mirror
Burlington crystal Ball Lamp with Lucile Warm White Linen shade
172

53cm

Larsson

Bedroom chair
46cm

LArB-chA

comes complete with Larsson
Antique Brass Knobs
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Kitchen
choppiNg BLocKs
potBoArD
isLANDs
WiNe rAcKs
kITChenS are So muCh more Than a pLaCe To Cook.
They are where families come to feast, forage and flop – where you
gather with friends, do the kids homework on the kitchen table,
entertain large family gatherings or just relax with a glass of wine. That
is why we like designing kitchens. They require a beautiful idea and
clever construction: which is exactly how we approach each piece of
neptune furniture.
our kitchen concept first arose from a desire to make free-standing
pieces for the kitchen that would merge seamlessly with other parts of
the home. We wanted our kitchens to not only look like our interior
collection, but also to be built to the same high standard.
This is unusual in kitchens, where often the hidden parts are built to
a fairly basic level. But we believe that our kitchens should last just as
well as any other piece, so each cabinet is properly framed with mortice
and tenon joints, drawers are made using dovetail joinery and soft close
runners, and each cabinet is a full and independent piece of joinery.
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Chopping Blocks

Why choose me?
Beautiful wooden top that will keep your
knives sharp
elegant hand painted finish and
traditional design
very versatile piece that offers storage,
serving and display space

food

Can

BuILd

TradITIon

and

memories. It has its own seasons and familiarities
from sunny picnics to warming hot chocolates on a
cold winters day.
a classic Butchers Block is a piece of furniture
that has its own sense of nostalgia. evenings spent
chatting and chopping and the inevitable rivets and
marks that are etched into it as meals are cooked
and eaten.
our Chichester and Suffolk blocks are elegant and
versatile. The chopping area is made from maple,
widely seen as a premium chopping block timber.
The end grain system makes sure your knives are
well protected and the removable chopping board
makes it much easier to clean, move prepared food
or even use as a serving board for cheese.
The Chichester also includes a robust storage drawer
to store those beautiful knives, whilst the Suffolk
features an under slung rail for hanging pots, pans,
cheeses or even a ham or game. Both come with a
storage shelf for your utensils.

Far Left & Left
chichester end grain chopping Block
Above
suffolk chopping Block
176
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kITcheN furNITure

Why choose me?
solid oak top and hand painted finish
provides you with added open storage
space
unique potboard style for a traditional
look

Chichester
5ft potboard

87cm

chi-Dre-pot-B-Ls

153cm

49cm

Chichester

end grain chopping Block

86cm

chi-chp-tW-Ls

55cm

81cm

Suffolk

end grain chopping Block

86cm

suFK-BAs-0500-BLK- hs

50cm

80cm

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193
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kITcheN IsLANds
- oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

Kitchen Islands

Why choose me?
A distinctive centre piece for your kitchen
Doors, drawers, shelving and wine racks..
it has it all!
try mixing designs to add interest and
contrast

Chichester
Kitchen island

92cm

chi-isL-140x80- LS

142cm

82cm

We Love kITChen ISLandS. They are The SoCIaBLe
hub of the kitchen and we love a good party! Islands are also
very practical, creating a relaxed flow between the dining and
cooking areas.
our kitchen islands are big, strong and beautiful. They are the

Chichester

93cm

78cm

all-in-one kitchen must have that can transform your kitchen

oval Kitchen island

with its wealth of work surfaces, storage cupboards, drawers,

KcB-isLc-1630- LS

shelves and wine racks.

163cm

our Chichester Island was one of the first pieces of furniture
we designed. It has also proved to be one of our most popular.
We have made sure our Suffolk and henley Islands are as
sophisticated, well designed and beautifully constructed.
Why not try mixing and matching your kitchen island and cabinets.
a henley Island with a Suffolk kitchen can create a beautiful focal
93cm

Suffolk

point that contrasts with the elegant painted cabinets.

Kitchen island
80cm

141cm

suFK-BAs-0740-isL- DG

please note that the henley Islands are designed with a stone
work surface in mind and therefore do not come with one as
standard. This allows you to select a stone top of your choice to
fit in with the rest of your kitchen.

89cm

Henley

Kitchen island
84.5cm

chichester Kitchen island painted in Lily
180

149.5cm

heNK-BAs-037

Dimensions for island work top:
860x1510mm

colour codes : LS - Limestone with Natural oak top / DG - Dove grey with seasoned oak top

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193
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Wine Racks

We Take our WIne SToraGe very

designed, it is still one of our favourites.

seriously. a bottle should always be at the

With

ready for any impromptu celebration or

shelving and space for 25 bottles it is

festivity. In fact we often design furniture

wonderfully useful and very stylish.

by considering what we would most like

however, we have now created the 2ft

to have in our homes, and the Chichester

and 4ft wine rack capable of holding

Tall Wine rack is a good example of this.

up to 40 bottles. Spontaneous parties

one of the first pieces of furniture we

seem to be popping up all the time now!

its

slim

silhouette,

adjustable

Above
chichester 2ft 6 & 4ft Wine racks in Limestone
Right
chichester tall Wine rack in Limestone
182

painted in Limestone
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Our Henley wine racks are very multifunctional since they incorporate
our ‘zig-zag’ shelving system, making them perfect for storing wine,
books or glasses. If you have the space, choose the 4ft rack. You can
even add a Henley top should you choose. Otherwise our full height is
fantastically space efficient and includes a drawer and a serving shelf.

Finished in IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil

Left & Above
Henley 4ft Wine Rack
Henley Full Height Wine Rack

184

Kitchen / Wine Racks / Henley
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These are such beautiful pieces we guarantee you won’t want to hide
them in a cellar!
designed with the traditional Suffolk ball detailing and encompassing
our usual soft close runners, these wine racks offer storage with classic
elegance and style. In a choice of sizes the 3ft is capable of storing 28
bottles and the 4ft can store 44 bottles.

painted in honed slate

Above & Right
suffolk 3ft Wine rack
suffolk 4ft Wine rack

186

Kitchen / Wine racks / suffolk
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WINe rAcks
- oAk fINIshed IN IsoGuArd™

Why choose me?
A beautiful style to suit any space and
storage for 24 to 44 bottles
versatile drinks cabinet and wine display
Beautiful construction and elegant hand
painted or natural oak finish

Suffolk

Suffolk

3ft Wine rack
87cm

suFD-WiN-005

4ft Wine rack
87cm

suFD-WiN-010

our 3ft suffolk Wine rack can hold 28
bottles of wine.
38cm

our 4ft suffolk Wine rack can hold 44
bottles of wine.
38cm

83cm

122cm

Chichester

Chichester

2ft 6 Wine rack

chi-WiN-2Ft6-Ls

87cm

4ft Wine rack
87cm

chi-WiN-4Ft-Ls

our 2ft 6 chichester Wine rack can hold 24
bottles of wine.

38cm

our 4ft chichester Wine rack can hold 40
bottles of wine.
122cm

38cm

79cm

42cm

75cm

cornice

209cm

87cm

Henley

Henley

Full height Wine rack/Bookcase

4ft Wine rack/Bookcase
38cm

42cm

122cm

heND-WiN-019

Base
37cm

65cm

heND-WiN-017

81cm
cornice

209cm

Chichester
tall Wine rack
chi-WiN-Ls
our chichester tall Wine rack can hold 25
bottle of wine.
Base
38cm

188

Make it your own
choose a custom colour
page 193

72cm
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Furnishings
pAiNt coLours
isoguArD™
LAmps & Lights
mirrors
hANDLes, hiNges & cAtches
We ThInk eaCh home TeLLS a STory. from The kITChen
table set for a lazy brunch to the baskets piled high with toys, throws
and muddy boots. each piece of furniture, choice of colour, texture and
light gives your home warmth, depth and character.
With this in mind we have designed a range of paint colours, protective
finishes and handles and hinges that will transform your home into
something truly individual. Choose between antique brass or chrome
handles, a palette of warm spice tones or cool shades, or between a
natural or seasoned oak finish.
you can add a contemporary flourish to your Chichester cabinets or
opt for a traditional look for your henley Wine rack. They all work
together harmoniously so you have the freedom to choose whatever
you like, confident in the knowledge that it will look great.
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Original Colours
paint is one of the most transformative
tools available to anyone decorating
a home. a cleverly thought out

hAND pAiNtiNg service

colour scheme can change the very

In order to customise your piece of

architecture of a room or the style of a

furniture to your own style we offer the

piece of furniture.

option of a final hand painting service

Fossil

old chalk

Dove grey

honed slate

Lead Light

Earth

calico

Limestone

cotswold

peat

Timber

silver Birch

Driftwood

grey oak

Fine mahogany

Smoke

mist

Fog

smoke

charcoal

Spice

salt

pink peppercorn

paprika

Juniper

snow

powder Blue

Alpine

Aqua Blue

Lily

French grey

moss

cactus

in one of our unique paint colours. add
We have designed a range of 28 colours

your own choice of handle and you will

divided into seven tonal areas to make

have your own distinctive piece. any

it easy for you to choose your favourite.

of our standard painted finished pieces

all are designed to harmonise together

have this option. Simply check which

perfectly, and look beautiful whatever

service is applicable to the piece you

piece of furniture you paint.

have selected and choose the colour of

our

paints

are

ecological, water based
and technically very easy
to use. They are available
in two finishes, original

please note that
to get an accurate
representation of our
colours, you should
order a sample tin of
your choice of colour.

emulsion for walls and

your choice. We will do
the rest.
first we prepare each
piece by removing all
the hardware. Then we
lightly rub down your

original eggshell for doors, skirting

piece with 180 grit paper to ensure a

and furniture. Their high performance

perfectly keyed surface. We then mask

and durability means that if any sticky

the parts that do not require painting.

fingers make it on to the walls or

now we will set about painting, with

cabinets, you can simply rub them off

fine brushstrokes following the grain

with a microfiber cloth.

of the wood. The colour is built up
until we are satisfied. once completely

We would recommend you purchase

dry we reassemble your furniture,

a sample pot prior to making your

check it and carefully pack for onward

decision as colours can change in

delivery to you. your choice of paint is

different settings.

included in the service charge.

paint available to buy in:

Nordic

Plant
192
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ISoGuard™ TreaTmenT oIL

undertaken by the sailing industry

if the wood gets knocked, damaged or worn, apply

is a technology we developed, with

we developed a product that could

the oil to the exposed area and it will react with the

a specific desire to find a natural

actually

new timber to create a new protective seal.

finish for oak furniture. There was

the oak. This meant there was no

protects wood against most accidents, including

nothing on the market that gave

residual layer left on the surface as it

spillages of water, tea, coffee, wine, fizzy drinks,

a high performance, didn’t stain

protected each individual molecule

vinegar, olive oil, milk and lemon juice.

or leave an oily residue. It was the

of the timber. What’s more, it is

Just remember that it does need some time to

kind of challenge we like. We found

extremely easy to use. Simply apply

really perform, so allow at least seven days until

the solution in an unlikely place.

the light oil to the surface of your

you start using the timber. After 28 days your

on the deck of a boat. using the

wood, allow to penetrate and then

surface is highly protected.

advanced nanotechnology research

wipe off the excess.

one tin goes a very long way so it really is

penetrate

deeply

into

Care & Maintenance:

As used on our chichester and
henley collections.

As used on our harrogate, sheldrake and
suffolk collections.

All of our oak surfaces are now treated with isoguard™

excellent value.
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mirrors give a lovely illusion of space. They reflect light, make a bold statement
and provide an important focal point. our range of mirrors complement our
interior collections, but also work beautifully on their own. Choose a mirror

to suit your home and use it in a subtle and imaginative way to bring depth,
Suffolk

Wall Mirrors

light and interest
to your room.
Dining
Tables

each of our mirrors come with a very robust hanging system. The painted
FiNisheD
iN hoNeD
sLAte With
seAsoNeD
mirrors come
in Limestone
or old
Chalk, but can be taken apart and painted
oAK tops

in the colour of your choosing. We also offer a hand painting service.

suffolk with its seasoned oak, hues of honed slate
and elegant ball back design is a modern classic.

you just need to choose the style to suit you. The pared back simplicity of
the Chichester will coordinate beautifully with everything. The delicate, hand
carved detailing on the Larsson will look elegant in a bedroom, and finally our
henley range offers the big wow factor, with its natural oak finish.
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Chichester
Why choose me?

82cm

Mirrors

Chichester
56x82cm mirror

solid oak top & painted legs which look
reallyAND
great
stYLish
trADitioNAL DesigN
elegant ball design which is fun to stroke
word word word
Finished
in Limestone
oldvery
chalktiny or on the
seats
between or
6-12
large side?

56cm

detail of
mirror

chi-mir-56x82- LS / OC

124cm

Chichester
82x124cm mirror

82cm

detail of
mirror

chi-mir-82x124- LS / OC

154cm

Chichester
56x154cm mirror

56cm

detail of
mirror

chi-mir-56x154- LS / OC

154cm

Chichester

100x154cm mirror
chi-mir-100x154- LS / OC
100cm

detail of
mirror

chichester 56x82cm mirror in old chalk
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
198

colour codes : LS - Limestone / OC - old chalk
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Henley
Why choose me?
Mirrors

solid oak top & painted legs which look
reallyAND
great
cLAssic
coNtemporArY pALe oAK
elegant ball design which is fun to stroke
word word word
crafted from Natural oak
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
large side?

82cm

56cm

detail of
mirror

Henley

56x82cm mirror

heNL-mir-056x082

154cm

Henley

56cm

detail of
mirror

56x154cm mirror

heNL-mir-056x154

124cm

82cm

detail of
mirror

Henley

82x124cm mirror

heNL-mir-082x124

154cm

Henley

henley 82x124cm mirror
see the entire accessories collection at neptune.com
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100cm

detail of
mirror

100x154cm mirror

heNL-mir-100x154
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LArssoN mIrrors

Larsson,
Why choose me?
Versailles &
Buckingham
solid oak top & painted legs which look
really great
elegant ball design which is fun to stroke
Mirrors
word word word
seats between 6-12 very tiny or on the
eLegANt
AND DeLicAte DesigNs
large side?

140cm

80cm

Larsson

55cm

Larsson

55x80cm mirror

detail of
mirror

50cm

LArB-mir-055x080

50x140cm mirror

detail of
mirror

LArB-mir-050x140

versAILLes mIrrors

95cm

80cm

Versailles
55cm

detail of
mirror

55x80cm mirror

Versailles
75cm

ver-mir-055x080

detail of
mirror

75x95cm mirror

ver-mir-095x075

buckINGhAm mIrrors

New

New

Buckingham
74cm

detail of
mirror

Black - 74cm mirror

Buckingham
74cm

Buc-mir-074x074-BL

detail of
mirror

Buckingham
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detail of
mirror

Black - 100cm mirror
Buc-mir-100x100-BL

Buc-mir-074x074-oF

New

New

100cm

White - 74cm mirror

Buckingham

100cm

detail of
mirror

White - 100cm mirror
Buc-mir-100x100-oF
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31mm

28mm

Handles, Hinges
& Catches

39mm

19mm

40mm

Larsson Antique Brass Knob
25mm

Chichester Small Oak Knob

Chichester Small Chrome Knob

hANK-oAK-006

chi-Acc-KNo-chr-s

hANK-LAr-001

25mm

26mm

Henley Antique Brass Knob
hANK-KNo-008
36mm

46mm

31mm

32mm

Chichester Medium Oak Knob

Chichester Medium Chrome Knob

hANK-oAK-007

chi-Acc-KNo-chr-m

30mm

50mm

Henley Antique Brass Elliptical Handle
hANK-eLi-005

41mm

37mm

55mm

Chichester Large Oak Knob

38mm

Chichester Large Chrome Knob

hANK-oAK-008

17mm

132mm

Henley Antique Brass Drop Handle

chi-Acc-KNo-chr-L

hANK-puL-001

188mm
32mm
28mm

19mm

39mm

25mm

Chichester Small Antique Oak Knob

Suffolk Small Chrome Button Knob

chiA-hAN-oAs

hANK-chr-002

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 188mm
hANK-BAr-188

237mm
32mm

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 237mm
36mm

our BeauTIfuL ranGe of handLeS and hInGeS

But why not try creating your own style? from a large oak, to a

are the perfect way to give your cabinets a distinct and

small chrome or antique drop handle, there is a thoroughly

individual feel. our free-standing furniture is delivered with

modern or traditionally stylish size, finish and shape that can

the standard selection of handles from that collection, so in

transform your look from contemporary to classical. once you

the case of Chichester, we supply both the medium chrome

get started you might want to look at the range of paint colours

and medium oak handle so you can instantly adjust the look.

too. There is a beautiful palette for every look and lifestyle.
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Hinges

chrome, 23x35x19mm : cAtK-chr-001
Antique Bronze, 23x35x19mm : cAtK-BrA-001

chrome, 64x34mm : hiNK-chr-001
Antique Bronze, 64x34mm : hiNK-BrA-001

our magnetic catches are standard on suffolk and henley
cabinets, suffolk being fitted with chrome and henley
with Antique Bronze. should you wish to change the
look you can purchase and fit either of these magnetic
catches providing you have magnets already built into
the cabinet doors.

All our collections come with chrome hinges as standard
with the exception of henley which is supplied with
Antique Bronze as standard. Again, should you wish
to change the look of your cabinets you can do this by
purchasing and fitting one of our alternatives hinges.

hANK-BAr-237

30mm

Chichester Medium Antique Oak Knob

Suffolk Medium Chrome Button Knob

chiA-hAN-oAm

hANK-chr-003
387mm
32mm

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 387mm
hANK-BAr-387

40mm
100mm

21mm
41mm

55mm

Chichester Large Antique Oak Knob
chiA-hAN-oAL

Magnetic Catches

23mm

46mm

537mm

Chichester Chrome Cup Handle
chi-Acc-c/h-chr

32mm

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 537mm
hANK-BAr-537

28mm

36mm

837mm
30mm

29mm

32vmm

Suffolk Medium Seasoned Oak Knob

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Knob

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 837mm

suFA-hAN-osm

hANK-KNo-ss

hANK-BAr-837
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Did you know?
dId you knoW ThaT We are WhoLe
home specialists with a particular passion
for beautiful, practical, well made furniture
with excellent value?
We design and make everything! That is
rare but we love developing our ideas for the
whole house. So from bedroom to garden, we
have it covered.
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please see our other brochures too!
Kitchen, Accessories, Bathroom & Garden
You can view all of our brochures online at neptune.com
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Like us on Facebook and keep up to date with the latest
news, competitions and offers.
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